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sparse topologies. Those extensions make it
practical to use multicomputer networking
technology to create gigabit LANs.

The small size of these network interfaces,
coupled with their performance, allows a
workstation architect to replace the system bus
with a network composed of point-to-point
gigabit channels. This produces an architecture
in which major devices reside on a multi-giga-
bit network fabric, each directly accessible to
the LAN.

By building the architecture around at network
rather than a bus, communication capacity
scales uniformly with growth, which allows
indefinite expansion. A greater reliance is
placed on the use of network routing hardware,
rather than software demultiplexing, to direct
packets and their data to peripherals, which
enhances performance. In addition, the archi-
tecture inherently supports parallel or clustered
computing due to its reliance on the multicom-
puting model of communication.

Since peripheral devices in this architecture
interact with one another by exchanging pack-
ets, their model of operation is abstractly pre-
sented by their network protocols and those
protocol’s behavior. By presenting to the world
a virtual rather than physical model of opera-
tion, physical interface details can remain
largely hidden. This extends to those devices
networking’s great advantage of interoperabil-
ity.
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ment and debugging, and it provides flexibility
to determine where it is appropriate to physi-
cally locate a layer’s functions.

5.0 Future Expectations

VLSI feature size and operating voltage will
continue to decrease for some time to come.
As a result, the area on a chip needed for a net-
work interface will shrink while its bandwidth
increases to beyond a Gb/s. If the past is an
indicator, greater functionality will continue to
be designed into future microprocessors, DSPs
and ASICs.

5.1 Network Interface
Inside the Microprocessor

Mosaic-C is an example of a single-chip net-
work host. It includes a network interface plus
a DMA port to memory. In 1.2 micron CMOS
the interface consumed approximately 9 mm2.
This suggests an evolutionary path that places
a network interface inside microprocessor
chips, tightly coupling the network to the
cache/memory subsystem.

Whether or not manufacturers decide to do that
remains to be seen. However, the increasing
importance of networking, link speeds that
approach memory bandwidth, and the emer-
gence of high-demand network applications,
suggest that this be given serious thought.

5.2 Network Pipeline
If it becomes practical to incorporate the net-
work interface into a microprocessor, it will be
equally practical to incorporate it into selected
DSPs, ASICs and MCMs. Doing so provides
the architect with additional freedom.

In an NVD, packets that contain MPEG data
would normally be addressed to an MPEG
module. The MPEG module’s output would
normally be directed to the Video session mod-
ule, whose output would be addressed to the
Pixel-Update module. This arrangement
resembles a processing pipeline.

Video Pixel
Update

MPEG

The network address here assumes the func-
tion of a memory-mapped device address in
conventional architecture. However, unlike
conventional architecture, each module can be
located in principal anywhere on the network.
Network channels are sharable and can multi-
plex many different streams of traffic. By pro-
viding a separate address for each module,
packets not addressed to a ‘pipeline’ stage
bypass it. Pixel-Update packets generated else-
where on the network can be addressed
directly to a Pixel-Update module.

5.3 Interface Standardization
The layered modularity of an NVD can be
directly reflected in its hardware organization.
In principal, each layer is logically isolated
from another by the network. The only neces-
sary external interface to any intermediate
NVD layer is the network.
As a result, the hardware module that imple-
ments an intermediate NVD layer can be
designed to interact only via its physical net-
work channels. Its only necessary external
contacts are power, reset, and its network
channels.
If the same network physical layer between
processing modules is used throughout, it is
realistic to adopt a standard pin-out for such
modules, making it possible to add, remove, or
update them as needed on an NVD mother-
board. The performance of multicomputer-
derived network channels, their small signal
count and sub-chip sized interface, suggests an
avenue by which to develop a standardized
physical data interface.

6.0 Summary
The development of massively parallel multi-
computers coincided with the development of
smaller and faster network technology. Multi-
computer network interfaces are now sub-chip
in size and operate at a rate of 500 Mb/s or
more per channel.
Although designed for communication over
short distances and in networks with a regular
topology, it has been possible to modify multi-
computer networking hardware to both greatly
extend that distance and to allow irregular and
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formats that are sufficient to capture display
function. This suite must remain largely invari-
ant across the NVD type, which could include
CRT, addressable-matrix, micro-tip panel, or
micro-mirror display devices, among others.

What we expect from displays is changing.
Audio/video and still-frame capabilities are
beginning to augment bitmap graphics. As a
result, display-driver design is rapidly chang-
ing. Audio/video protocols must be a part of a
practical display NVD definition.

The computer network audio/video arena is
unsettled. For NTSC-quality video one could
use as the standard format packets that encap-
sulate CCIR 601. However, the shifts away
from interlaced to progressively scanned dis-
plays, and towards JPEG [12], MPEG or
MPEG-II compressed transmission, argue that
these digital formats are better candidates for
the transmission of video and audio/video data
to displays.

4.1 Identifying Common Display
Protocols

Consider collaborative conferencing. Streams
of data and commands from participating sites
arrive at the display. Each type of stream
requires it own special processing. A graphics
stream may require rendering. A video stream
may require decompression.

Ultimately, display operations result in
changes either to a display's control state or to
its frame buffer.2 The two protocols funda-
mental to display operation will be those for
device control and frame-buffer pixel update.

2. The term frame buffer here means the stored image.
An addressable-matrix display may not have a frame
buffer in the same sense that a CRT does.

Audio
Video

Commands
Bitmap

Graphics

Network
Streams

Graphics

Video

Frame
Buffer

Display NVD

Control

In a display that contains internal support for
session audio, video and still-frame, com-
pressed MPEG or JPEG streams would feed
into the audio/video and still-frame session
protocols. The output of the session protocols
would feed into the pixel-update protocol. This
defines a display NVD protocol stack, similar
to the FTP/TCP/IP Internet stack.

4.1.1 Pixel Update Layer

A degree of standardization is already emerg-
ing for pixel update. Examples are display
PostScript and Sun Microsystem's Pixrect
interfaces. Display Postscript assumes the
existence of a rendering engine associated with
the frame buffer. The commands passed across
the interface are stated in terms of PostScript
primitives.

The Pixrect interface is more suitable as a
starting point for defining a lowest-layer proto-
col. It provides a procedural interface to vari-
ous types of frame buffers to perform rasterop
and draw vectors. When translated into remote
procedure calls, Pixrect is sufficient for the
operation of window software.

4.2 Layer Modularity
The objective of an NVD definition is to define
all interactions in terms of packet interactions.
Properly designed, each stack layer will have
well-defined interactions with the layers
immediately above and below it. In principal,
only the lowest layer need be contained within
the NVD itself. For a display NVD this implies
that the session and encoded-data layers could
reside elsewhere.

Since the physical interface to an NVD is that
of a network, the higher protocol layers could
reside within hosts elsewhere on the network.
This provides flexibility in software develop-

Video

Pixel Update

Graphics Audio Control

MPEGJPEG

Display NVD Protocol Stack
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fers, the data must first be copied from the
source device buffers into main memory, and
subsequently, re-copied into the destination
device buffers. This requires two otherwise
unnecessary accesses to memory.

2.4 Direct Local Network Access
A Netstation may be thought of as having its
own private network, but it should be con-
structed using the same networking compo-
nents that are used in the LAN. This eliminates
the need for a gateway between it and the
LAN, both lowering latency and removing a
probable performance bottleneck.
That allows each Netstation node to directly
send or receive packets over the LAN or the
Internet. In particular, video streams can be
sent or received directly by camera or display
nodes. This has obvious performance advan-
tages for applications such as multimedia con-
ferencing and remote visualization.

2.5 Configuration Flexibility
Workstation architectures have sharply defined
limits to their expansion. Electrical constraints
limit high-speed buses to a few expansion
‘slots’. However, data communication based
upon multicomputing technology supports
indefinite expansion. Netstation nodes are log-
ically independent and can be housed sepa-
rately if desired. The only physical connection
necessary is to the network.

2.6 Cluster Computing Support
By analogy to a multicomputer, a cluster of
workstations on a LAN has the potential to
cooperate to solve a compute-intensive task. In
theory, by scavenging the largely unused com-
putation capacity of idle workstations, one can
achieve the performance of an expensive
supercomputer at a fraction of the cost.
But that objective is impractical using the slow
transmission speeds on typical LANs. Inject-
ing a 50 byte packet into an Ethernet requires
approximately 50 microseconds. By contrast,
it takes one microsecond on a Mosaic channel,
across which data transfers at memory speed.
By utilizing as a base a communication tech-
nology designed for multicomputers, the dif-
ference between a cluster of Netstations and a

multicomputer is minimized. This makes clus-
ter computing physically practical.

3.0 Network Virtual Device
Netstation nodes interact solely through the
network. A node must publicize its model of
operation before other nodes can use it. This
requires defining node-specific protocols.
Nodes of similar function group somewhat
naturally into types. Display nodes form a
type. Although displays use differing hardware
technologies and possess varying levels of per-
formance, their function is similar. Cameras,
disks and processor/memory modules are other
examples of node types.
Functional similarity within a node type allows
definition of a suite of common data and com-
mand protocols that allow remote access to
those functions. A type of node in conjunction
with its protocols forms a Network Virtual
Device (NVD). Device-control functions, that
occur in today’s peripherals via memory
mapped command registers or special I/O bus
lines, here occur as a result of packets received
over a network command port.
Within a type of NVD, specific hardware
implementations may differ radically, having
different internal designs and driver software.
By presenting a virtual rather than physical
model of operation, physical interface details
can remain largely hidden.
When it is necessary to know the configuration
details of a specific NVD, access to them can
be provided by the command protocols. For
example, window systems need to know the
bitmap image size supported by a display. This
would be accomplished by sending an enquiry
packet over that NVD’s command port, which
would return a reply.
To evaluate, test and develop these ideas, the
creation of both Display and Camera NVD
types is being undertaken at USC/ISI. The
development of a Display NVD is now out-
lined.

4.0 Display NVD
A successful NVD specification for displays
requires defining a suite of protocols and data
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vides the flexibility to create a topology that
ensures redundancy, and allows routing soft-
ware to provide alternate or reserved routes to
meet quality-of-service constraints.

2.0 Networked Architecture

Most workstation system buses have band-
widths of from 1/2 to 1 Gb/s [7][8][9]. The
channel bandwidths of the Ethernet at 10 Mb/s
and the emerging 100 Mb/s LANs are a small
fraction of workstation system-bus and mem-
ory bandwidth. However, as network channel
bandwidth reaches a Gb/s, those buses become
effectively dedicated to a network channel
when that channel is active. To redress that
imbalance would require system buses of
bandwidth of from 5 -to- 10 Gb/s.
The small size and low cost of an ATOMIC
host interface suggests another solution, to
replace the system bus with a network fabric.
Instead of connecting peripheral devices to a
system bus, connect them to the network, mak-
ing them host nodes on the network. Netstation
architecture replaces the system bus with mul-
tiple gigabit data paths, transforming the work-
station into a heterogeneous multicomputer
[10].1

2.1 Architectural Advantages
Transforming the workstation into a multicom-
puter is attractive for other reasons than the
bus-sharing problem. It provides features not
generally available to workstations:

1. Communication capacity scales uniformly
with growth.

2. Peripheral nodes can route data directly to
one another without first passing data
through the workstation’s main
processor/memory.

3. Network routing hardware, rather than
software demultiplexing, can direct
packets and their data to peripherals.

4. Indefinite expansion is allowed.
5. Support for parallel or clustered

1. An ATM network fabric for workstations is also being
developed [11]. However, ATM requires additional
fragmentation and reassembly.

workstation computing is inherent.
6. Nodes can exchange data directly with

one another outside the workstation
without first passing it through their
workstation’s main processor/memory.

2.2 Scalable
Buses are broadcast devices that permit only
one transmitter at any one time. They have a
fixed bandwidth ceiling. Once that limitation is
reached, achieving greater performance
requires a different bus.
By way of contrast, a network fabric com-
posed of two-way point-to-point channels sup-
ports simultaneous two-way traffic. Netstation
architecture inherits the scalable, parallel com-
munications characteristics of a multicom-
puter. Every channel added to the network
increases total system bandwidth.

2.3Direct Inter-device Communication
Each node attached to a Netstation’s communi-
cation fabric may directly send and receive
packets. A disk may transmit directly to a dis-
play, a camera directly to a disk, and so on.
Packets are routed by hardware to the intended
destination device.
This is fundamentally more efficient than the
procedure that occurs in a workstation where
data transfers require the execution of proto-
col-stack code by the main processor. In addi-
tion, unless the system bus and operating
system both support peer-to-peer data trans-

Camera

CPU/Memory

Display/Mouse/Kbd Hard Disk

HiDef

CPU/Memory

to
LAN
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The Caltech research effort culminated in the
creation of a single-chip multicomputer node,
Mosaic-C [4][5]. The Mosaic point-to-point
router and DMA interface is capable of sourc-
ing or sinking messages at a rate equivalent to
the memory bandwidth of the node, which is
approximately 500 Mb/s. The approximate
floor plan of Mosaic-C illustrated below shows
that the network interface fits onto a corner of
the chip.

1.2 Transforming a Multicomputer
Network into a LAN

TCP/IP assumes a datagram model of commu-
nication. Carrying datagrams at gigabit rates is
precisely what Mosaic channels are designed
to do. This suggested that adapting Mosaic
technology to create a gigabit LAN would be a
profitable experiment. A prototype LAN,
called ATOMIC, was built from Mosaic com-
ponents at USC/ISI in late 1991 [6].

A typical ATOMIC host interface contains two
Mosaic chips, one devoted to incoming traffic
and the other to outgoing traffic. Each shares
memory with the workstation microprocessor
and performs buffer management and network
controlling tasks.

A mesh of Mosaic-C chips is programmed to
act as an ATOMIC interhost router or crossbar.
Prototype host interfaces sustain a 900 Mb/s
transfer rate and are connected via their Mosaic
channels to the crossbar or to other host inter-
faces. ATOMIC is actually a physically-distrib-

Router

DMA

Memory

ROM

CPU

Mosaic-C

500 Mb/s channels

uted multicomputer that isprogrammed to
behave like a LAN.

1.3 Adaptation to a LAN
Experience with ATOMIC has shown that
although Mosaic technology is suited to the
creation of a LAN, it is by no means ideal. The
difficulties are principally: (1) the topology of
a LAN is irregular and sparse by comparison
with that of a multicomputer, (2) adjacent
hosts on a LAN are often more than 30 meters
apart, while the distances between adjacent
multicomputer nodes are on the order of a
meter or less, and (3) a network of Mosaic
links is not robust in the presence of compo-
nent or cable failure.
Mechanisms were developed to overcome
those difficulties by Professor Seitz’s group at
Caltech and USC/ISI. They are being incorpo-
rated into a new generation of Mosaic-based
chips being produced for use in LANs.
The newly developed chips are:

1. The host-interface chip, which contains a
two-channel network port, a CPU, and
local-bus support with 1 Gb/s of memory
bandwidth.

2. An multiport switch chip.
3. A cable-support chip that provides

channel robustness and also supports up to
40 meter point-to-point transmission.

The switch chip functions similarly to a cross-
bar, but with improved fairness. When config-
ured as an interhost router, each port is
associated with a cable-support chip to create a
basic 8x8 interhost switch module.
Ports on a switch may be connected to host-
interface chip ports or to a port on another
switch. This allows indefinite expansion, pro-

Switch
chips

8x8 Switch
module

C

C

C

C

500 Mb/s
channelsC = cable support chip
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Netstation Architecture
Multi-Gigabit Workstation Network Fabric

Gregory G. Finn, Paul Mockapetris
USC/Information Sciences Institute

Abstract

Advances in multicomputer research have produced a sub-chip sized gigabit network interface.
This fundamentally changes the scope of problems to which networking can be applied. It is now
practical to re-architect a workstation around a multi-gigabit network fabric, eliminating the sys-
tem bus by attaching major peripheral subsystems to the network. This removes the restrictions on
slot count and channel length associated with high-speed buses, while it produces an architecture
with more attractive scaling characteristics.
Processors and peripherals interface to one another across the network logically, via protocols.
The complex details of the physical-device interfaces remain hidden. This greatly enhances
interoperability. Network access lets data flow across the network directly between processors,
displays, cameras, disks, and so on. Cooperative computing, cluster processing, and conferencing
applications are more naturally supported by this heterogeneous multicomputer architecture.

1.0 Multicomputers & Networking

Multicomputers are a class of parallel comput-
ers that rely upon message-passing rather than
the use of distributed, shared memory [1].
Each node of a multicomputer consists of a
processor with an isolated and independent
memory. Nodes communicate with one
another exclusively by exchanging messages
across a network.

That is similar to the interactions between
workstations on a LAN. But although similar,
until recently, local-area networking and multi-
computer networking technologies developed
in different directions.

1.1 Background
First-generation multicomputers used micro-
processor motherboards for their nodes [2],
and in some cases their message-passing net-
works were implemented with Ethernet chips.

It was quickly determined that multicomputers
would greatly benefit from much better net-
work performance than that offered by LAN
chips available in the early 1980’s. Research at
Caltech began to focus on achieving a 100-fold
improvement in message-passing latency for
short messages [3].

Multicomputer performance improved on
three fronts. Smaller and faster processing
nodes, and faster interconnection networks
were built. As the node size shrank, cost per
node was reduced, and thus for a constant
expenditure the degree of parallelism that
could be applied to a problem grew. As inter-
connection network performance rose, the time
required to transmit a message from one node
to another fell. This decreased the idle time
spent by nodes that were waiting to receive a
message, and so improved both efficiency and
speed of execution.
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